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With an “individuality one cannot ignore” (*Los Angeles Times*), violinist Judith Ingolfsson debuted as an orchestral soloist in Germany at age eight and has since dazzled audiences in some of the world’s most famous venues. From numerous engagements at New York’s Carnegie Hall to Konzerthaus Berlin and beyond, Ingolfsson has established herself worldwide as an extraordinary and charismatic soloist, recitalist, and chamber musician. She won the prestigious International Violin Competition of Indianapolis and frequently appears on radio and TV; she first performed on Icelandic TV at age five, and more recent engagements include “CBS Sunday Morning” and NPR’s “Performance Today,” which named her Debut Artist of the Year in 1999.
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“This violinist has mastered the mechanics of her craft...and approached it all with the panache of a true virtuoso.”

– *Baltimore Sun*

“...she is truly an outstanding player. Her effortless virtuosity is a tool in the service of the music; her tone is ravishingly beautiful, pure and adaptable.”

– *Strings* magazine